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ABOUT THE MUSIC
[terrains]
It's certainly not really about development, such as the word is usually defined. Nor is it really about contrast. 
In one way I suppose it's more like watching an earwig or a mountain goat weave its way across different 
planes - some steep, some high, some tight, some sprawling - and watching that same creature accommodate such 
different lands in its gait. And yet, in another way, it's about the land itself. A mountain not just as a relief but as 
an imprint in the sky. And how - just like the ‘Gestalt Vase’ (is it a vase or two opposing faces?) - one’s 
impression oscillates between foregroundings of these different states. Relief/imprint. Pitch/noise. [terrains] 
was written for Tristram Williams, in friendship and the sincerest admiration. 

© Matthew Sergeant

Ciacco
A pig lying in the mud, in the eternal rain and cold of Dante’s Inferno, spies his passing, and then suddenly sits up 
to prophesy the future of Florence. Accordingly John Rodgers, Ciacco is a gluttonous composition, an attempt to 
drown the performer in the glorious mud, in a mad deluge of activities, while at the same time asking them to free 
themselves enough to launch into sporadic flights of free improvisation. 

© John Rodgers

Heavy Matter
Heavy Matter is comprised of molten sound; dense sound with weight and mass, sound which churns itself through 
unsettled, shifting forms, sound which is between states of matter. The gestures are solid enough to retain the 
semblance of shape while constantly altering forms and blurring registral boundaries. Through the piece, the 
material is subjected to what can be thought of as varying degrees of formal gravity, which then affect the solidity, 
density and rate of the sound. The flow of sound is constant, heavy, multi-directional and pressurised. The sound 
is not within a space; it is the space. 

© Timothy McCormack
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Molto Intimo 
Molto Intimo was written specifically for a ‘core’ ELISION group; clarinet, trumpet and trombone. Where as a 
common approach with such forces is to write in a way that exploits these instruments' ability to produce robust 
tone, my instinct was to shackle and suppress this at all costs. The indication on the score reads: ‘This piece should 
hardly exist at all, every sound should be internalised, personal and secret…. imagine you are performing to yourselves 
alone, it’s a private dialogue. Always aim for the smallest amount of sound within the constraints of the score, blend your 
sounds together as if there is only one instrument’. This enables new expressive, granular timbral possibilities. The 
idea to work this way stems from earlier works in which I attempt to capture the ‘preconceptual’ (Jung’s Shadow, 
Quattro Stati D’essere Immaginari and Musik fur Witwen Jungfrauen und Unschuldige are three such examples) all of 
which play with the limits of perception, although it is patently absurd to expect a piece for such forces to ‘hardly 
exist at all’.

The interest comes in the attempt to do so.  
© Jeroen Speak

codex IV
codex IV was written in August 2006 for an ELISION concert in Brisbane in collaboration with the installation 
artist Craig Walsh. It is one of several codex pieces related to the later large-scale CONSTRUCTION project, 
commissioned by the European Capital of Culture and first performed by ELISION, broadcast live by BBC Radio 
3, at the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival in 2011. The score, on a single page, introduces the idea of 
players cycling around a number of playing instructions placed around a circle, each relating to different ways of 
reacting to a fellow “soloist”  within the ensemble.  This version is for four members of ELISION who have enjoyed 
long working relationships with the composer. 

 © Richard Barrett

ABOUT THE ARTISTS
Beginning in 1986 with rehearsals at Footscray Community Arts Centre to first-ever appearances of Australian 
contemporary opera at the Paris National Opera House and the Fomenko Theatre in Moscow; from concert 
engagements at the Vienna Concert House and the Berlin Philharmonie to residencies at Harvard University and 
a concert series at Kings Place, London, ELISION has led the international dissemination of Australian work and 
ideas within contemporary classical music. ELISION’s creative practice is a distillation of virtuosic skills and fearless 
rigour signifying a dynamic ensemble of Australian musicians at the very top of their game. Highly visible and 
internationally successful, ELISION represents peak Australian contemporary arts practice, positioning Australian 
creativity and innovation in arts practice at the centre of international discourse.

Current activity includes the beginning of a four-part residency project with La Salle College and the Singapore 
International Festival of the Arts, a second invitation in 2017 to work with the composers of Harvard University, 
the beginnings of a creative development with Germany’s MusikFabrik, forthcoming performances with ANAM 
and the Bendigo International Festival of Exploratory Music, a 30-part performance series for ‘From Melbourne 
to Milan’, as part of an exhibition celebrating 30 years of activity by ELISION at the RMIT Gallery, and a European 
tour later this year to Zurich, Huddersfield, Moscow, Novi-sad, London and Manchester.
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